Faculty

(Date refers to original appointment to the university.)

A

Adan, Drew, Librarian III, Library, 2017, MLIS, Simmons Graduate School of Library and Information Science.

Adcock, Lawana, Senior Lecturer, Biological Sciences, 2016, PhD, Alabama AM University.

Adurthi, Nagavenkat, Assistant Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2019, PhD, University at Buffalo.

Aguilar, Amanda, Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, 2023, PhD, University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Ai, Shangbing, Professor, Math, 2002, PhD, University of Pittsburgh.

Al-Hamdan, Ashraf, Clinical Associate Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2007, PhD, University of Illinois at Chicago.

Aldukali, Fathi, Lecturer, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2021, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Alewine, Henry, Associate Professor, Accounting, 2010, PhD, University of Kentucky.

Alexander, Susan, Professor, Nursing, 2009, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Alfonso, Cristhian, Lecturer, World Languages and Cultures, 2022, PhD, University of Georgia.

Allen, David, Professor, Economics, 1994, PhD, University of Arkansas.

Allen, Mary Beth, Senior Lecturer, Computer Science, 2017, MS, Auburn University.

Allport, Christopher, Associate Professor, Accounting, 2005, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Amiri, Azita, Associate Professor, Nursing, 2012, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Anderson, Michael, Associate Dean, Chair, Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 1998, PhD, Iowa State University.

Argentina, Vincent, Associate Professor, Art, Art History Design, 2014, MFA, University of Georgia.

Armentrout, Daniel, Clinical Associate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2012, PhD, University of Denver.

B

Bail, Jennifer, Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2020, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Baird, James, Professor, Chemistry, 1982, PhD, Harvard University.

Baldwin, Katie, Associate Professor, Art, Art History Design, 2013, MFA, University of the Arts, Pennsylvania.

Balla, Angela, Associate Professor, English, 2006, PhD, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor.

Banerjee Mukherjee, Chaity, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2022, PhD, Florida State University.

Bao, Yeqing, Department Chair and Professor, Marketing, 2001, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Bao, Yongchuan, Associate Professor, Marketing, 2014, PhD, University of Southern California.


Barnby, Elizabeth, Clinical Professor, Nursing, 2009, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Barnes, Dlicu, Clinical Assistant Professor, Management, 2017, PhD, Auburn University.

Baudry, Jerome, Professor and Chan Chair, Biological Sciences, 2017, PhD, Paris - Sorbonne University.

Baun, Dylan, Associate Professor, History, 2016, PhD, University of Arizona.
Beal, Aubrey, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2019, PhD, Auburn University.

Beavers, Larissa, Political Science, 2023, MA, American Military University.

Beck, Amy, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2018, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Beck, Monica, Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2009, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Bennewitz, John, Assistant Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2022, PhD, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Betancourt, José, Professor, Art, Art History Design, 2006, MFA, Hunter College.

Bhadani, Rahul, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2023, PhD, The University of Arizona.

Bhatt, Paras, Information Systems, 2023, MS, Prairie View A M University.

Bianchi, Ann, Professor, Nursing, 2007, PhD, Texas Woman's University.

Biswas, Keka, Clinical Instructor, Biological Sciences, 2022, PhD, University of New Mexico.

Bitzer, Phillip, Associate Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2011, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Black-Mead, Nilsa, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2023, DNP, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Blackmon, James, Research Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2001, PhD, University of California.

Bonamente, Massimiliano, Professor, Physics, 2002, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Booth, Joshua, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2020, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University.

Bossaller, Daniel, Assistant Professor, Math, 2023, PhD, Ohio University.

Boswell, Beth, Lecturer, English, 2019, PhD, Middle Tennessee State University.

Bowman, Ronald, Senior Lecturer, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2005, MSEE, Clemson University.

Boykin, Timothy, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1992, PhD, Stanford University.

Brizendine, Bramwell, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2022, PhD, Dakota State University.

Brothers, Rebecca, Librarian II, Library, 2017, MA, University of Washington.

Brown, Ryan, Lecturer, English, 2020, MA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Bruzek, Jennifer, Assistant Professor, Education, 2019, PhD, University of Kansas.

Budisalich, Kimberly, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2017, MSN, Samford University.

Buksa, Irena, Associate Professor, World Languages and Cultures, 1990, DA, Syracuse University.

Burel, Joshua, Associate Professor, Music, 2017, DM, Florida State University.

Burns, Laird, Associate Professor, Management, 2009, PhD, Michigan State University.

Burrows, Janice, Lecturer, Math, 2018, MS, Texas AM University.

C

Can, Ege, Clinical Assistant Professor, Economics, 2022, PhD, University of Nevada, Reno.

Carey, Lawrence, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2012, PhD, Colorado State University.

Carey, Matthew, Associate Professor, Music, 2016, DMA, Texas Tech University.

Carlisle, Rachel, Lecturer, Art, Art History Design, 2022, PhD, Florida State University.

Cassibry, Jason, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2004, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Chakrabarti, Sukanya, Professor and Pei-Ling Chan Endowed Chair, Physics, 2022, PhD, University of California, Berkeley.
Chamness, Joseph, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2021, MSN, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Che, Haihong, Assistant Professor, Space Science, 2019, PhD, University of Maryland, College Park.

Chen, Howard, Assistant Professor, Industrial Systems Engineering, 2023, PhD, The University of Iowa.

Choup, Anne Marie, Associate Professor, Political Science, 2007, PhD, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Christopher, Sundar, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 1997, PhD, Colorado State.

Christy, John, Interim Vice President of Research and Economic Development, Director of ESSC, and Distinguished Professor, Atmospheric Science, 1991, PhD, University of Illinois.

Chronis, Themistoklis, Clinical Assistant Professor and Honors Faculty Fellow, Physics, 2017, PhD, University of Connecticut.

Chung, Haeyong, Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2015, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Clark, Stanley, Clinical Professor, Accounting, 2022, PhD, University of Kentucky.

Clarke, Nicholas, Assistant Professor, Finance, 2023, PhD, Florida State University.

Clemmons, Tammy, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2006, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Cling, Andrew, Professor, Philosophy, 1988, PhD, Vanderbilt.

Coe, David, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2002, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Coley, Lorenzo, Lecturer, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2018, MS, Mississippi State University.

Conners, Ryan T., Associate Professor, Kinesiology, 2015, PhD, Middle Tennessee State University.

Conway, Joseph, Associate Professor, English, 2011, PhD, Washington University in St. Louis.

Cooper, Judy, Senior Lecturer, Biological Sciences, 2015, MS, University of Alabama in Huntsville.


Crook, Genevieve, Lecturer, Math, 1989, MA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Cross, Heather, Senior Lecturer, English, 2007, MA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Cruz-Vera, Luis, Associate Professor, Biological Sciences, 2007, PhD, CINVESTAV-IPN, Mexico.

Culumber, Zachary, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences, 2018, PhD, Texas AM University.

Darnell, Amy, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2020, MSN, Auburn University.

Davis, Rebecca, Clinical Associate Professor, Nursing, 2009, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

D’Costa, Anthony, Eminent Scholar and Professor, Economics, 2018, PhD, University of Pittsburgh.

Deans, Carrie, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences, 2024, PhD, Texas AM University.

Deverapalli, Chakri, Director IT, Lecturer, Information Systems, 2008, MBA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Diagana, Toka, Chair and Professor, Math, 2018, PhD, University of Claude Bernard - Lyon 1, France.

Dillihunt, Monica, Associate Professor, Education, 2004, PhD, Howard University.

Duan, Lingze, Professor, Physics, 2007, PhD, University of Maryland.

Dyess, Sarah, Associate Professor, Education, 2016, PhD, Michigan State.

Elgindi, Ali, Clinical Assistant Professor, Math, 2022, PhD, University of Chicago.

Elliott, Jeremy M., Faculty Athletic Representative, Department Chair, and Associate Professor, Kinesiology, 2015, PhD, University of Georgia.
Elmore, Elizabeth, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2019, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

English, Jennifer, Associate Dean and Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2000, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Etzkorn, Letha, Department Chair and Professor, Computer Science, 1993, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

F

Fahimi, Farbod, Associate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2010, PhD, Sharif U Tech, Tehran.

Fan, Xiaoti, Assistant Professor, Communication Arts, 2022, PhD, The University of Alabama.

Fikes, David, Lecturer, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2016, MS, University of Tennessee - Knoxville.

Florinski, Vladimir, Professor, Space Science, 2008, PhD, University of Arizona.

Fong, Eric, Professor, Management, 2004, PhD, University of Florida.

Foster, Melissa, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2012, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Frederick, Robert, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 1991, PhD, Purdue.

Freendi, Kader, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 1999, PhD, Brown University.

Friedman, Susan, Senior Lecturer and Honors Faculty Fellow, English, 2008, PhD, University of South Florida.

Frith, Karen, Dean and Professor, Nursing, 2007, PhD, Georgia State University.

Frost, Alanna, Associate Professor, Composition and Rhetoric, English, 2008, PhD, University of Louisville.

G

Gaede, Rhonda, Interim Associate Provost and Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1992, PhD, University of Texas-Austin.

Gandia, Andrei, Associate Professor, History, 2013, PhD, University of Florida.

Gentry, Sheila, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2018, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Gholston, Sampson, Chair and Professor, Industrial Systems Engineering, 1997, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Gilchrist-Petty, Eletra, Chair and Professor, Communication Arts, 2008, PhD, University of Memphis.

Giles, Amanda, Clinical Assistant Professor, Education, 2023, PhD, The University of Alabama.

Ginga, Nicholas, Assistant Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2020, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Ginory, Alejandro, Lecturer, Math, 2023, PhD, Rutgers University.

Giotfelter, Angela, Assistant Professor, Composition and Rhetoric, English, 2022, PhD, Miami University of Ohio.

Gorur, Ravi, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2015, PhD, University of Windsor.

Graham, Laura, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2023, MSN, The University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Graves, Sara, University Professor, Computer Science, 1978, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Greene, Jason, Dean and Professor, Finance, 2016, PhD, Indiana University.

Greene, Nancy Michele, Lecturer and Director, ETL and Collaborative Learning Center, Chemistry, 2016, PhD, Indiana University.

Greer, Anthony, Lecturer, Communication Arts, 2019, MA, University of Alabama.

Gregory, Don, Distinguished Professor, Physics, 1992, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Griffin, Robert, Associate Professor and Associate Dean, Atmospheric Science, 2012, PhD, Penn State University.


Guerin, Amy, Associate Professor, Theatre, 2016, MFA, University of Houston.
Guerra, Donna, Clinical Associate Professor, Nursing, 2015, EdD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Gunn, Sinceree, Senior Lecturer, English, 2003, MA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Guo, Junpeng, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2005, PhD, University of Illinois.

Gyasi, Kwaku, Associate Professor, World Languages and Cultures, 1999, PhD, Ohio State University.

H

Hakkila, Jon, Associate Provost for International Services and Academic Integrity, Dean of the Graduate School, and Professor, Physics, 2021, PhD, New Mexico State University.

Hamilton, Frances, Assistant Professor, Education, 2014, PhD, Tennessee State University.

Han, Qingyuan, Associate Professor, Atmospheric Science, 1997, PhD, Columbia University.

Hancock, Hillary, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2023, MSN, The University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Hannah, Linda, Lecturer, Psychology, 2019, MS, University of Central Texas, Killeen.

Hardin, Elizabeth, Lecturer, English, 2020, MA, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Harfouch, John, Associate Professor, Philosophy, 2014, PhD, Penn State University.

Harper, Sara, Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, 2023, PhD, Kent State University.

Hart, Nichole, Lecturer, Art, Art History Design, 2021, MFA, Savannah College of Art and Design.

Harwell, David, Professor, Theatre, 2005, MFA, University of Illinois.

Hauenstein, Jacob, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2019, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Hazelwood, Rebecca, Lecturer, English, 2018, PhD, University of Louisiana at LaFayette.

Heikes, Deborah, Professor, Philosophy, 1998, PhD, University of Illinois.

Henrie, Alisa, Clinical Assistant Professor, Professional and Continuing Studies, 2019, PhD, Brigham Young University.

Hession, Benjamin, Lecturer, Chemistry, 2022, MS, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Hile, Kimberly, Assistant Professor, Education, 2017, PhD, University of Illinois.

Hite, Dennis, Senior Lecturer, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2005, MSE, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Ho, Fat, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1980, PhD, Southern Illinois University.

Hollingsworth, Angela, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2016, DNP, University of South Alabama.

Hollingsworth, Donald (Keith), Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2011, PhD, Stanford University.

Hovermale, D.J., Clinical Assistant Professor, Information Systems, 2022, PhD, Ohio State University.

Hoy, Haley, Professor, Nursing, 2006, PhD, Vanderbilt University.

Hsu, Liwu, Associate Professor, Marketing, 2012, PhD, Boston University.

Hu, Haiyang, Assistant Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2023, PhD, Iowa State University.

Hu, LeiQiu, Associate Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2017, PhD, University of Kansas, Lawrence.

Hu, Qiang, Professor, Space Science, 2012, PhD, Dartmouth.

Hunter, Noelle, Lecturer, Political Science, 2019, PhD, West Virginia University.

J

Jackson, Tobin, Lecturer, Math, 2018, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Johnson, David, Associate Professor, History, 2005, PhD, Washington University in St. Louis.
Johnson, David, Associate Professor, World Languages and Cultures, 2005, PhD, Washington University in St. Louis.

Johnson, Kathryn, Professor, Art, Art History Design, 2003, MFA, University of Georgia.

Johnson, Molly, Associate Professor, History, 2003, PhD, University of Illinois.

Johnson, Terri, Senior Lecturer, Math, 2011, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Joiner, Laurie, Interim Chair and Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1998, PhD, Clemson University.

Jones, Cynthia, Lecturer, Math, 2020, MS, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Jones, Keith, Associate Professor, Art, Art History Design, 1996, MFA, Louisiana Tech University.

Jones, Nicholas, Professor, Philosophy, 2007, PhD, Ohio State University.

Jovanov, Emil, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1998, PhD, University of Belgrade.

Joyce, Lillian, Associate Professor, Art, Art History Design, 1997, PhD, University of California, Los Angeles.

K

Kaiura, Leslie, Department Chair and Associate Professor, World Languages and Cultures, 2007, PhD, University of Virginia.

Kane, Michele, Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2023, PhD, Uniformed Services University.

Kang, Chang-kwon, Associate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2013, PhD, University of Michigan.

Kannan, Hanumanthrao, Assistant Professor, Industrial Systems Engineering, 2022, PhD, Iowa State University.

Kansakar, Siroj, Lecturer, Math, 2012, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Karr, Charles, President, 2022, PhD, The University of Alabama.

Kea-Edwards, Amber, Lecturer, Management, 2021, PhD, Claremont Graduate University.

King, Andrea, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2022, DNP, The University of Tennessee Health Science Center.

Knupp, Kevin, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 1991, PhD, Colorado State University.

Kraemer, Bradley, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences, 2022, PhD, Vanderbilt University.

Kyle, David, Clinical Assistant Professor, Education, 2004, MA, University of North Alabama.

L

Lakin, Tracy, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2019, DNP, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Lamplcy, Sandra, Associate Professor, Education, 2016, PhD, Middle Tennessee State.

Lane, Sean, Dean and Professor, Psychology, 2018, PhD, Kent State University.

Lanz, Amelia, Associate Dean and Clinical Associate Professor, Nursing, 2012, EdD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Lastinger, Anastasia, Clinical Assistant Professor, Education, 2022, PhD, Clemson University.

Lawan, Ahmed, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences, 2019, PhD, University of Strathclyde Glasgow.

Le, Vinh Nguyen Du, Assistant Professor, Physics, 2022, PhD, McMaster University.

Le Roux, Jakobus, Professor, Space Science, 2008, PhD, Potchefstroom.

Lee, Shanhu, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2015, PhD, University of Tokyo.

Lee, Yeolan, Associate Professor, Management, 2013, PhD, Ohio State University.

Lei, Yu, Associate Professor, Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2013, PhD, U of Illinois at Chicago.

Lenahan, Shelley, Senior Lecturer, Math, 2004, MA, Texas AM.
Li, Gang, Professor, Space Science, 2008, PhD, Indiana University-Bloomington.

Li, Xiaotong, Professor, Information Systems, 2001, PhD, University of Mississippi.

Lieu, Richard, Distinguished Professor, Physics, 1995, PhD, Imperial College - London.

Ligrani, Phillip, Eminent Scholar and Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2014, PhD, Stanford University.

Lin, Mark, Associate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2000, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Lindquist, Robert, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2003, PhD, Pennsylvania State University.

Ling, Jie, Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2022, PhD, Auburn University.

Liu, Jianqing, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2018, PhD, University of Florida.

Liu, Junjun, Assistant Professor, Accounting, 2020, PhD, Arizona State University.

Lloyd, Nicholas, Clinical Assistant Professor, Industrial Systems Engineering, 2019, PhD, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Love-Rutledge, Sharifa, Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2017, PhD, The University of Alabama.

M

Ma, Rui, Assistant Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2019, PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

MacKenzie, William (Ivey), Associate Professor, Management, 2010, PhD, University South Carolina.

Magnuson, Roy, Associate Professor, Biological Sciences, 1999, PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Mahafza, Hamsa, Clinical Assistant Professor and Honors Faculty Fellow, Education, 2016, PhD, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Mahalingam, Brinda, Clinical Associate Professor, Economics, 2012, PhD, University of Colorado.

Mahalingam, Shankar, Dean and Distinguished Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2010, PhD, Stanford University.

Makbul, Nur, Communication Arts, 2023, MA, Kansas State University.

Malak, Natalie, Assistant Professor, Economics, 2018, PhD, McMaster University.


Marinova, Sophia, Associate Professor, Management, 2014, PhD, University of Maryland.

Marschalk, Lacy, Lecturer, English, 2014, PhD, Auburn University.

McDavid, Nicole, Senior Lecturer, Communication Arts, 2015, MA, Auburn University.

Mecikalski, John, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2004, PhD, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Menon, Vineetha, Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2017, PhD, Mississippi State University.

Mesmer, Bryan, Director of Army Human Systems Lab and Associate Professor, Industrial Systems Engineering, 2014, PhD, University of Buffalo.

Milam, Lauren, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2021, MSN, University of North Alabama.

Milenkovic, Aleksander, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2001, PhD, University of Belgrade.

Miller, Evan, Assistant Professor, Math, 2024, PhD, University of Toronto.

Miller, James, Professor, Physics, 1994, PhD, University of Maryland.

Modi, Shikha, Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2023, PhD, The University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Moe, Samantha, English, 2023, MFA, Converse College.

Mohr, John, Lecturer, History, 2018, PhD, Auburn University.

Mok, Wai Yin, Department Chair and Professor, Information Systems, 2001, PhD, Brigham Young University.
Moore, David, Director and Librarian III, Library, 2002, MLS, University of Alabama.

Morgan, Tracie, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2016, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Morphew, S. Melissa, Clinical Associate Professor, Professional and Continuing Studies, 2016, PhD, University of Georgia.

Morris, Kathryn, Lecturer, Math, 2023, MA, Western Governors University.

Morris, Tommy, Interim Department Chair, Eminent Scholar, and Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2015, PhD, Southern Methodist.

Morrison, Daniel, Associate Professor and Chair, Sociology, 2023, PhD, Vanderbilt University.

Morrison, Katherine, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2017, MSN, Samford.

Mukherjee, Tathagata, Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2018, PhD, Florida State University.

Mullins, Frank, Associate Professor, Management, 2017, PhD, Syracuse University.

N

Nachtigall, Olaf, Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2022, PhD, Freie Universitat Berlin.

Nair, Udaysankar, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 2011, PhD, Colorado State University.

Nassar, Mohamad, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2023, PhD, Lorraine University.

Nelson, George, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2012, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Neuschatz, Jeffrey, Distinguished Professor and Eminent Scholars Professor, Psychology, 2000, PhD, Binghamton University.

Newchurch, Michael, Professor, Atmospheric Science, 1994, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Newman, Timothy, Professor, Computer Science, 1994, PhD, Michigan State.

Ng, Joseph, Professor, Biological Sciences, 1998, PhD, University of California, Riverside.

Ng, Ka Man (Melody), Associate Professor, Music, 2013, DMA, University of Wisconsin.

Ng, Yeow Chye, Associate Professor, Nursing, 2013, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Nguyen, Cuong, Lecturer, Chemistry, 2022, PhD, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Nguyen, Dinh, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2023, PhD, Deakin University.

Niemiller, Denise, Senior Lecturer, Biological Sciences, 2017, PhD, University of Tennessee Knoxville.

Niemiller, Matthew, Associate Professor, Biological Sciences, 2017, PhD, University of Tennessee.

Niles, Lauren, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2021, MSN, University of Texas at El Paso.

Noletto, Colleen, Lecturer, English, 2016, PhD, Catholic University of America.

Nouri, Sahar Ansar, Lecturer, Physics, 2022, PhD, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

O

O’Brien, Jason, Associate Professor, Education, 2008, PhD, University of South Florida.

Ogungbe, Ifedayo Victor, Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2023, PhD, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

O’Keefe, Louise, Associate Dean for Graduate Programs and Associate Professor, Nursing, 2006, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Okoth, Elizabeth, Lecturer, Chemistry, 2022, PhD, Louisiana State University.


Ong, Belinda, Librarian III, Library, 2004, PhD, University of Kentucky.

Orman, Wafa, Associate Dean and Associate Professor, Economics, 2008, PhD, University of Arizona.
Osuga, Amalia, Assistant Professor, Music, 2018, DMA, University of Oregon.

Pacino, Nicole, Associate Professor, History, 2013, PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara.

Palmer, Jennifer, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2015, EdD, University of Alabama.

Pan, David, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2002, PhD, University of Southern California.

Panchapakesan, Subramania, Assistant Professor, Space Science, 2023, PhD, University of Calicut.


Patterson, LaToya, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2014, MSN, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Pavlopoulos, Vasileios, Management, 2023, MS, Washington State University.

Peiffer, Amanda, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2023, MSN, University of North Alabama.

Perry, Tamela, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2021, DNP, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Petty, Mikel, Professor, Computer Science, 2005, PhD, University of Central Florida.

Pham, Hieu, Assistant Professor, Information Systems, 2021, PhD, Iowa State University.

Pogorelov, Nickolai, Distinguished Professor, Space Science, 2008, PhD, Russian Academy of Sciences.

Poole, Jarmel, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2017, MSN, University of North Alabama.

Pottenger, John, Professor, Political Science, 1986, PhD, University of Maryland.

Pour, Maria, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2015, PhD, University of Manitoba.

Preston, Kevin, Lecturer, Computer Science, 2018, MS, The University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Price, Jodi, Acting Associate Dean and Professor, Psychology, 2008, PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology.

Puleo, David, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs, Professor, Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2022, PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Pushpawela, Buddhi, Clinical Assistant Professor, Physics, 2021, PhD, Queensland University of Technology.

Pyun, Chaehyun, Assistant Professor, Finance, 2022, PhD, University of Georgia.

Q

Quick, Beth, Dean and Professor, Education, 2013, Ed.D, Vanderbilt University.

R

Ranchal, Rohit, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2024, PhD, Purdue University.

Rani, Sarma, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2011, PhD, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.

Ravindran, Sivaguru, Professor, Math, 1999, PhD, Simon Fraser University, British Columbia.

Ray, Biswajit, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2016, PhD, Purdue University.

Ren, Mengfei, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2023, MS, University of Texas, Arlington.

Reno, Alyssum, Clinical Instructor, Kinesiology, 2019, MS, The University of North Alabama.

Reynolds, Charles, Clinical Associate Professor, Nursing, 2020, MSN, University of Alabama in Birmingham.

Robertshaw, Joseph, Lecturer, English, 2018, PhD, Bowling Green State University.

Roh, Kyung-Ho, Associate Professor, Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2016, PhD, University of Michigan.

Roy, Satyaki, Assistant Professor, Math, 2023, PhD, Missouri University of Science and Technology.
Sadeghi, Seyed, Professor, Physics, 2007, PhD, University of British Columbia.
Sahoo, Avimanyu, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2022, PhD, Missouri University of Science and Technology.
Salman, Abdullahi, Assistant Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2018, PhD, Michigan Technological University.
Samantaray, Paresh, Assistant Professor, Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2023, PhD, The Indian Institute of Science.
Sanders, Carolyn, Professor, Music, 1990, DM, Florida State University.
Sarazen, Alexander, Lecturer, Kinesiology, 2022, DC, Palmer College of Chiropractic.
Saunders, John, Lecturer, Communication Arts, 2017, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University.
Schneider, Judith, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2015, PhD, University of California-Davis.
Scholz, Carmen, Professor, Chemistry, 1998, PhD, University of Technology, Dresden Germany.
Schwertfeger, Ron, Librarian III, Library, 2014, MA, University of Alabama.
Seady, Rachel, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2023, DNP, Frontier Nursing University.
Sears, Christine, Associate Professor, History, 2007, PhD, University of Delaware.
Senn, Laura, Clinical Assistant Professor, Education, 2021, PhD, Florida Institute of Technology.
Sheikhtorban, Babak, Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2008, PhD, University of Illinois at Chicago.
Showalter, Darlene, Clinical Associate Professor, Nursing, 1998, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.
Shults, Tamela, Clinical Instructor, Nursing, 2023, MS, Walden University.
Sims, Jennifer, Associate Professor, Sociology, 2017, PhD, University of Wisconsin - Madison.
Singh, Tripti, Assistant Professor, Information Systems, 2023, PhD, The University of Alabama.
Skelley, Dana, Assistant Professor, Education, 2017, EdD, University of Memphis.
Slavin, Laura, Librarian III, Library, 2017, MA, Lincoln Memorial University School of Business.
Smith, Derrick, Associate Dean and Professor, Education, 2008, EdD, Texas Tech University.
Smith, Eric, Professor, English, 2006, PhD, University of Florida.
Smith, Kelly, Lecturer, History, 2018, PhD, University of Cincinnati.
Smith, Laura, Assistant Professor, Art, Art History Design, 2019, PhD, University of Georgia.
Smith, Lenora, Associate Professor, Nursing, 2013, PhD, Medical University of South Carolina.
Smith, Miranda, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2018, MNED, University of North Alabama.
Snow, Mary, Senior Lecturer, Chemistry, 2005, MS, University of Alabama in Huntsville.
Sommekamp, Sandy, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2011, MSN, Jacksonville State University.
Song, Yooseob, Assistant Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2022, PhD, Louisiana State University.
Spulak, Nathan, Assistant Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2022, PhD, The Ohio State University.
St. John, David, Lecturer, English, 2020, PhD, Georgia State University.
Steidl, Christina, Interim Associate Dean and Associate Professor, Sociology, 2012, PhD, Emory University.
Steinwandt, Rainer, Dean and Professor, Math, 2021, PhD, University of Karlsruhe.

Storer, Sallyann, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2017, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Subramanian, Anu, Professor, Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2018, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Sullivan, Veronica, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing, 2017, DNP, University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Sun, Ming, Professor, Physics, 2014, PhD, Harvard.

Sysoeva, Tatyana, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences, 2018, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University.
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